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MEETING

NOTICE

...

The April meeting of the Edmonton Centre, R.A.S.C., will be held on
Thursday, April 11th, at 8:15 pm, in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium.
The guest speaker on this occasion will be Dr. CD. Anger, Assistant
Professor of Physics at the University of Alberta in Calgary. His topic

will be The Solar Eclipse of July 20th, 1963.

As usual, refreshments will be served following the meeting.

On the previous evening, Dr. H.W. Taylor of the Edmonton Centre will
be in Calgary for the April meeting of that Centre. He will deliver a
paper there which he has already presented to the Edmonton group, entitled,
"Nuclear Reactions in Stellar Interiors."

He will be accompanied on the trip by Ian McLennan, who also attended

the March meeting of the Calgary Centre.

As reported at the last meeting,

the Calgary Herald recently ran a contest in which participants were invited
to submit suggestions for a structure commemorating the 1967 Centennial of

Canada.

Professor Walter Stilwell submitted the winning entry:

that of a

planetarium.

It is hoped that public interest in Mr. Stilwell«s proposal will lead

to the establishment of a planetarium in that City.
1963

GENERAL

ASSEMBLY

....

Members of the Edmonton Centre are reminded that the 1963

General Assembly of the R.A.S.C. will be held May 18 - 21
in Toronto.

Members who are interested in travelling east for the
national meeting are urged to register their names soon.

A recent message from the Society's headquarters in Toronto

regarding travel assistance has been received. If you are
interested, you may contact Mr. Alex Stockwell at the forth
coming meeting.

Edmonton Centre displays for the meeting should be designed
soon. Anyone having material suitable for inclusion, or

willing to assist in designing the exhibit should contact
Franklin Loehde at the April meeting.
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The February meeting of the R.A.S.C. was the
occasion for the presentation of an award to

Thomas Beattie, the winner of the Junior
Observers' Group Essay Contest. Tom's essay
was a unanimous choice, by judges Dr. Trainor
and Mr. S. F. Page, although both judges
commented on the fine calibre of all submiss
ions. The second place winner was announced
as Rickey Salmon.

President Trainor is pictured here, present

ing the cheque to the beaming winner.

Follow

ing this presentation, Tom read his essay as

the 'featurette' for the March meeting.

MOON

THE

by Bill Cable

The moon, our nearest neighbor in space, is

unquestionably the most observed celestial
object in space.

Even the sun does not re

ceive the attention that is paid to the moon.

The moon has been a constant source of inspir

ation for poets, composers, and writers, who
have closely related it to romance. Even in
this modern age, many farmers plant their
crops only when the moon is in the proper

phase.

Since earliest times people have

viewed the moon with wonder.

It is not a

large body when compared with other members
of the solar system, yet it is by far the
largest natural satellite in relation to a
planet. Its diameter, 2,163 miles, is just
over one-quarter the diameter of the earth.
The period of rotation, 27d, 7h, 43m, 11.5s,
is the same as the orbital period around
the earth - so that one side is forever

turned toward us.

This effect can be simply

demonstrated by placing a chair in the center
of a room and walking around it so that you

always face the chair. After completing

one-half the circumference, you will have
turned 180 degrees in respect to your

starting position.

But, to the chair, only

vou will have changed in position since the
chair "sees" the same side as when you

This photograph of the south

ern region of the moon was
taken by Edmonton Centre mem
ber Robert Allin - through the

12^ inch Wates telescope just
before it was dismantled.

started.

To the unaided eye, the surface of the

moon appears to consist of light and dark
areas.

In early times this gave rise to

the belief that the moon was another

world made up of land and water - like
our

own.

Continued, next page...

Exposure was l/25th of a sec
ond on Tri-X film, using a
combination of the telescope

eyepiece and camera lens.

.
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It was not until the year 1610, when the great astronomer Galileo trained a

telescope toward the moon for the first time, that astronomy took a new and

far reaching meaning. For the first time, man was able to look upon a
celestial body and observe detail beyond his wildest dreams. What a pro
found effect this first view must have had upon Galileo.

Large mountain

ranges, great walled plains and large numbers of "craters" were suddenly

brought into view.

These surface features were formed when the moon was very young. Large
formations such as the maria, when examined closely, form large ringed

plains not unlike the great craters. Tycho and Copernicus.

These were the

first visible markings to be formed since all other detail is to be found
within these regions. The moon was born out of the same material as was
the rest of the solar system, some 4% billion years ago.

The maria were

formed, perhaps shortly after the formation period at a time when tne lunar
surface was in a plastic state. During this stage of development, collect
ions of material, also in formation, were abundant and the moon was bombard
ed by this matter, leaving the large permanent markings. A direct hit by
a comet, which would vaporize, releasing a great amount of energy in the

form of heat, could also be responsible for some of these great areas.
Craters the size of Copernicus were formed after this period. This is

evident, since the striking body hit with such explosive force that lunar

material was scattered in all directions, forming the beautiful ray systems.

The striking body was by this time, more solidified, as was the lunar surface.
We now come to the stage of lunar life where the surface has become a solid
and the internal heat is radiating rapidly into space.

The surface begins

to shrink, and formations both large and small come into being. The floors
•of the maria settle, and the predominant rims are forced upwards, forming
the mountain ranges, such as the lunar Alps, Moonquakes become a regular
occurrence and these form valleys, rills and faults.

Some of the large

cracks rip the surface with such violence that they continue across the
mountain ranges. By now, the surface has hardened to a much greater depth,
and gas pockets trapped below try to escape. Some do, causing volcanos
that at this time, cover the surface with a fine dust. Others succeed only
in bulging the surface, forming the lunar domes. A quiet now settles over
the moon.

It has now cooled and hardened to such a depth that the remaining

interior heat has little or no effect on the surface.

(Part two of this interesting
article will appear in Stardust -

May edition.)

We were pleased recently to welcome Mr. Fred Stimson from
the Winnipeg Centre, who was on a business trip to Edmonton.
While in the City, he brought friends to the planetarium to
see the current show, "Life On Other Worlds."
Mr. Stimson told us several members of the Winnipeg Centre

will be travelling north of that city in July to see the

solar eclipse.

They will be travelling via a chartered

C.N.R. coach to a choice location in the center of the
totality path.

The April, 1963 issue of SKY AND TELESCOPE features an article dealing
with prospects for viewing the July 20th eclipse from various points in

Northwest Canada. Our good Montreal friend, Miss Isabel K. Williamson,
also is featured in a review of prospects for viewing the eclipse in the
province of Quebec.
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Horatio: 0 day and night, but this is wondrous strange!
Hamlet:

And therefore as a stranger give it welcome.

There are more things In heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.

- Shakespeare, Hamlet:

Act 1, Scene 5,
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